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Introduction 
 This paper seeks to explain the relationship between success in individual 

debates and various argumentative or strategic phenomena often attributed to that 

success. In particular, much speculation has been made about a bias in favor of the 

affirmative or the negative team in debate, either structurally or by virtue of the national 

high school policy debate resolution as well as inquiry about the relationship between 

the scope of the 1NC’s offcase arguments and how that alters a team’s chances of 

winning a debate. To my knowledge, there has been no comprehensive analysis of either 

of these phenomena for high school policy debate that have been published and made 

accessible in recent years. The purpose of this study is to use data from the 2014 

Greenhill Invitational to seek if there is statistical data to back up claims often made 

about the strategic value of affirmative and negative argumentative choice in a key 

limited regards. 

  

                                                             
1 Assistance Debate Coach at Carrollton School of the Sacred Heart (correspondence: 
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Methodology 
 The primacy means by which data was collected was through the distribution of a 

“Scouting Round Report” made available directly to judges by the Greenhill School. The 

questions listed on this survey were produced by the Greenhill School and me after 

conversations over the summer that demonstrated a desire among many high school 

debate coaches to quantify and aggregate data on some of these matters. The 

questionnaire asked judges to fill out the following information immediately following 

each debate they judges:2 

Round Number: 

Aff Team: 

Neg Team: 

Name of Aff: 

All 1NC arguments: 

2NR Arguments: 

In the majority of cases, judges submitted their round report along with their 

ballot. Students from the Greenhill School were tasked with entering the handwritten 

Scouting Round Reports into a Google Forms spreadsheet I created.3 The Round 

Reports were entered as each round ended, so most of the data was available by the time 

the tournament ended. Of all the preliminary debates that occurred, there were twenty 

four debates for which round reports were missing at the conclusion of the tournament. 

To ensure the accuracy of the data set, no calculations were made until data on all 

twenty four of those debates was acquired. The primary means by which the missing 

data was acquired was analyzing the caselist disclosure information provided by said 

teams on http://hspolicy.debatecoaches.org/. That process was largely successful, 

leaving only five rounds missing. For three of those rounds, we were able to email the 

judge in question and received the information asked for on the Scouting Round Report 

in that fashion. For the remaining two rounds, debaters who participated in those 

debates were contacted and provided information about the arguments that had been 

read by themselves and by their opponents. Consequently, at the time of publication of 

this paper, every preliminary debate at the 2014 Greenhill Invitational has data 

accounting for it.4 There is one elimination round debate, the quarterfinals debate 

                                                             
2 For the double-octafinals and octafinals rounds, judges were also asked to answer the question “The side 
that won the coin toss chose to go:” with the options being a) aff b) neg c) sides were locked or d) do not 
know. Due to incomplete information, this data was omitted from any final analysis 
3 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1GJj4qp5C8yx-HH4UroqTSGIzaRe6chsi1v-lX1OVrCI/viewform 
4 A numbers discrepancy is evident in the data in that there are two debates with no data provided. The 
debate between Caddo Magnet CC and Lexington KK Round 1 did not occur because the aff team 
forfeited. The Round 6 debate between Isidore Newman FX and Grapevine SW also did not occur because 
Grapevine forfeited. These rounds have been omitted from the results because no debate occurred. To my 
knowledge, the only other debate that did not occur was the quarterfinal debate between Wayzata GH and 
Katy Taylor AL and consequently that round is also omitted from the data. 

http://hspolicy.debatecoaches.org/


between Caddo Magnet CM and Kinkaid BY, for which the 1NC and 2NR are not known. 

The accuracy of this data has not been independently verified due to resource and time 

limitations, so it is accurate insofar as the reports made by judges about the arguments 

made in the debates are accurate. 

The sample of this study was the six preliminary debates and all elimination 

debates that occurred at the Greenhill Invitational. There were 116 teams entered at the 

tournament representing 65 schools.5 Each preliminary round had 58 debates, meaning 

346 preliminary debates occurred.6 30 elimination round debates occurred from double 

octafinals to finals.7 

Once the data from the Scouting Round Report was collected, the data was 

processed and made uniform in a few fashions. First, to compensate for any data entry 

errors, each team name was standardized to ensure team initials were in alphabetical 

order and schools with long names that are traditionally abbreviated were made 

uniform.8 Second, official tournament win-loss data provided by the tabroom was added 

to the data set9. Teams winning were highlighted in green and teams losing were 

highlighted in red. This same color coding scheme was also applied to either the “Name 

of Aff” column (E) or the “2NR Arguments” column (I) in a corresponding fashion. The 

third addition made to the data set was a quantification of both the number of offcase 

arguments read in the 1NC as well as the number of non-procedural and non-status quo 

options presented in the 1NC.10 Originally, information about the number of conditional 

worlds read in the 1NC was desired, but because the questionnaire did ask judges to 

specify whether or not the non-procedural/non-status quo arguments were read 

conditionally, I have chosen to simply analyze those results as non-procedural/non-

status quo arguments rather than speculating whether or not those advocacies were read 

conditionally. 

                                                             
5 http://www.joyoftournaments.com/tx/greenhill/warmroom.asp?id=140084&i=494&e=11483&r=-
1&SE=C 
6 For the rest of this paper, all calculations will exclude the three aforementioned debates where byes and 
forfeits were awarded 
7 A tournament that clears 32 teams in single-elimination format traditionally has 31 elimination round 
debates occur, but the quarterfinal debate between Wayzata GH and Katy Taylor AL did not occur and 
thus us omitted from calculations 
8 Carrollton School of the Sacred Heart was abbreviated as Carrollton, College Preparatory School was 
abbreviated to College Prep, Highland Park Dallas was abbreviated to Highland Park, Jesuit College Prep 
was abbreviated to Jesuit, Lakeland Debate District was abbreviated to Lakeland, Pace Academy was 
abbreviated to Pace, University of Chicago Lab was abbreviated to UChicago Lab, and West Des Moines 
Valley was abbreviated as WDM Valley 
9 http://www.joyoftournaments.com/tx/greenhill/warmroom.asp?webe=156095&i=494 
10 Quantifying the number of offcase and non-procedural/non-status quo positions proved challenging. 
For the purpose of this paper, the number of offcase arguments was defined as the number of 
independent topicality arguments, disadvantages, counterplans, and critiques that the round report 
indicated were read in the 1NC. It is important to note that this does not include offensive arguments read 
on case like case turns or impact turns. The decision to not include offensive case arguments in the count 
of offcase arguments was primarily because the questionnaire did not indicate whether or not these 
should be included, resulting in a suspicion of enough omissions to skew the data set. Non-
procedural/non-status quo options are defined as counterplans and critiques that defend the desirability 
of an alternative course of action or method 



The quantitative portion of this paper was calculated using data analysis 

functions in Microsoft Excel and StatCrunch. This allowed automatic tabulations of 

averages and summations provided in the results sections of this paper. An editable 

version of the excel data sheet is available upon request.11 

Results 
Quantifying the validity of these results proved challenging. Given an inability to 

independently verify data for every debate, the accuracy of these results depends on the 

judges at the Greenhill tournament accurately conveying the information asked for on 

the Scouting Round Report, the Greenhill students tasked with inputting that data into 

the Google Form provided, and my accuracy in interpreting and standardizing those 

results.12 

 

Table 1 
Side Bias (percentages rounded to nearest whole number) 

 
Aff Wins Aff % 

Neg 
Wins Neg % Total 

Round 1 25 44% 32 56% 57 
Round 2 33 57% 25 43% 58 

Round 3 34 59% 24 41% 58 

Round 4 24 41% 34 59% 58 
Round 5 31 53% 27 47% 58 

Round 6 25 53% 32 56% 57 
Doubles 8 50% 8 50% 16 

Octas 5 63% 3 38% 8 

Quarters 2 67% 1 33% 3 
Semis 0 0% 2 100% 2 

Finals 0 0% 1 100% 1 
Total 187 50% 189 50% 376 

 
                                                             
11 The google spreadsheet with the data can be found at 
(https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xGFftEMf-8gToyMJlrSK3BXfXzyVUrrnAX-
Gfy3VNOs/edit#gid=726028535). However, note that the limited functions within Google Documents 
mean that all tabulations in this paper were done after the data had been exported to Excel 
12 Errors are anticipated in interpreting whether or not a1NC offcase position can be quantified as a non-
procedural/non-status quo argument. There are instances where critiques are read without an alternative, 
thus defining them outside the scope of non-procedural/non-status quo arguments, but because such 
information was not asked for on the Scouting Round Report, I manually interpreted ambiguous 
arguments based on prior knowledge of how said arguments are most likely ran and information acquired 
from the caselist wiki of the team in question 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xGFftEMf-8gToyMJlrSK3BXfXzyVUrrnAX-Gfy3VNOs/edit#gid=726028535
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xGFftEMf-8gToyMJlrSK3BXfXzyVUrrnAX-Gfy3VNOs/edit#gid=726028535


1NC Breadth and Side Bias 
Table 2A Optimal number of offcase arguments 

 
Neg Win % 

1 Offcase 56.10% 

2 Offcase 57.90% 
3 Offcase 43.48 

4 Offcase 47.66% 
5 Offcase 55.80% 

6 Offcase 46.15% 
 

 

Table 2B 

 

 

Table 2C 

 

 

Table 2D 

 



1NC Non-Procedural/non-status quo advocacies 

and side bias 
Table 3A Optimal number of non-procedural/non-status 

quo worlds 

 

Neg Wins Neg % Total Debates 

0 non-squo worlds 9 69.23% 13 

1 non-squo world 65 48.51% 134 

2 non-squo worlds 104 51.49% 202 

3 non-squo worlds 7 36.84% 19 

4 non-squo worlds 2 66.60% 3 

5 non-squo worlds 1 33.30% 3 

 

Table 3B 

 

 

Table 3C 

 

 

Table 3D 

 



Table 4A 

Frequency table results for Affs Read: Count = 376 

Affs Read Frequency Percent of Total 
Natural Gas 32 8.5106383 

OTEC 22 5.8510638 

Icebreakers 21 5.5851064 

Marine Spatial Planning 15 3.9893617 

Middle Passage 15 3.9893617 

Aquaculture 14 3.7234043 

Offshore Wind 14 3.7234043 

NOPP 12 3.1914894 

LOST 11 2.9255319 

Climate Adaptation 9 2.393617 

Nuclear Waste Disposal (SSD) 9 2.393617 

AUVs 8 2.1276596 

Erotic Ocean Pedagogy 7 1.8617021 

Pirates Pedagogy 7 1.8617021 

IOOS 6 1.5957447 

Iron Fertilization Regulation 6 1.5957447 

National Response Platforms 6 1.5957447 

Ocean Data Collection 6 1.5957447 

Ocean Genealogy 6 1.5957447 

Offshore Ports 6 1.5957447 

Quantum Mechanics 6 1.5957447 

Find Osama 5 1.3297872 

SMR 5 1.3297872 

Acidification Monitoring 4 1.0638298 

Eco-managerialism Bad 4 1.0638298 

Garbology 4 1.0638298 

Nuclear Shipping 4 1.0638298 

Ocean Colonialism 4 1.0638298 

Offshore Drilling 4 1.0638298 

Space Elevators 4 1.0638298 

Accelerationism 3 0.79787234 

Algae Biofuels 3 0.79787234 

Anthro Exploration 3 0.79787234 

Anthropocene 3 0.79787234 

CMSP 3 0.79787234 

Columbus Myth of Exploration 3 0.79787234 

Cosmic Anthropocentrism 3 0.79787234 

Critical Surfing 3 0.79787234 

Earth Observation Satellites 3 0.79787234 

Filipino Cross Currents 3 0.79787234 

Horror Stories 3 0.79787234 

Insecurity 3 0.79787234 

Island Nomadism 3 0.79787234 

Langrangian Ontology 3 0.79787234 

Local Fisheries 3 0.79787234 

Makah Whaling 3 0.79787234 



Affs Read Frequency Percent of Total 
Marine Observation Network 3 0.79787234 

Militarism Aff K 3 0.79787234 

NOAA 3 0.79787234 

NSF Icebreakers 3 0.79787234 

Neutrino Detectors 3 0.79787234 

OSEA 3 0.79787234 

Pacific Passage 3 0.79787234 

Quare Middle Passage 3 0.79787234 

Queer Ecology 3 0.79787234 

Symbolic Exchange 3 0.79787234 

Trash Abject 3 0.79787234 

Whiteness 3 0.79787234 

Asian American Moment 2 0.53191489 

Chambers 2 0.53191489 

Hydro Fem 2 0.53191489 

Methane Hydrates 2 0.53191489 

Queer Middle Passage 2 0.53191489 

US-Russia Arctic Coop 2 0.53191489 

Canyon Horror Little Ghost Nemesis (Spivak) 1 0.26595745 

Cuba Telecom 1 0.26595745 

Mediterranean Crossings 1 0.26595745 

Queer Black Identity 1 0.26595745 

 

  



Table 4B 
Most Successful Affs (read a minimum of 6 debates) 

 
Aff wins Neg Wins Total Debates Aff % 

Climate Adaptation 6 3 9 66.66% 

Iron Fertilization Regulations 4 2 6 66.66% 

Ocean Data Collection 4 2 6 66.66% 

Aquaculture 9 5 14 64.29% 

Icebreakers 12 9 21 57.14% 

Offshore Wind 8 6 14 57.14% 

Nuclear Waste Disposal 5 4 9 55.56% 

LOST 6 5 11 54.54% 

Marine Spatial Planning 8 7 15 53.30% 

Natural Gas 17 15 32 53.13% 

NOPP 6 6 12 50% 

IOSS 3 3 6 50% 

Ocean Genealogy 3 3 6 50% 

Quantum Mechanics 3 3 6 50% 

Middle Passage 7 8 15 46.60% 

OTEC 8 14 22 36.36% 

National Response Platforms 2 4 6 33.33% 

Erotic Ocean Pedagogy 2 5 7 28.57% 

Pirates Pedagogy 2 5 7 28.57% 

AUVs 2 6 8 25% 

Offshore Ports 0 6 6 0% 
 

  



Table 5A 
Top 25 Most Common 2NRs 

 

Total 2NRs 

Framework 43 

Midterms 25 

Agenda Politics 23 

Cap K (vs K Affs) 21 

Wilderson K 16 

Cap K (vs Policy Affs) 15 

Security K 11 

T - its 10 

Anthro K 7 

Baudrillard K 7 

Fem IR K 7 

Apoc Rhetoric K 6 

Heg Bad 6 

Nietzsche K 6 

Enviro Management K 5 

Military CP 5 

Psychoanalysis K 5 

T - minerals 5 

Deleuze and Guatarri K 4 

Fear of Death K 4 

NASA DA 4 

T - exploration 4 

T - military 4 

NOAA DA 3 

T - increase 3 

 

  



Table 5B 
Win percentage of common 2NRs (alphabetical order) 

 
Wins Losses Total 2NRs Win % 

Agenda Politics 12 11 23 52.17% 

Anthro K 3 4 7 42.86% 

Apoc Rhetoric K 2 4 6 33.33% 

Baudrillard 5 2 7 71.42% 

Cap K (vs K Affs) 9 12 21 42.86% 

Cap K (vs Policy Affs) 8 7 15 53.33% 

Deleuze and Guatarri 4 0 4 100.00% 

Enviro Management K 2 3 5 40.00% 

Fear of Death 2 2 4 50.00% 

Fem IR 3 4 7 42.86% 

Framework 22 21 43 51% 

Heg Bad 1 5 6 17% 

Midterms 18 7 25 72% 

Military CP 3 2 5 60% 

NASA DA 2 2 4 50.00% 

Nietzsche 2 4 6 33.33% 

NOAA DA 1 2 3 33.33% 

Psychoanalysis K 3 2 5 60.00% 

Security K 4 7 11 36.36% 

T (non-framework) 15 18 33 45% 

   T - conservation 2 0 2 100% 

   T - development 0 1 1 0.00% 

   T - exploration 3 1 4 75% 

   T - increase 2 1 3 66.66% 

   T - its 2 8 10 20% 

   T - military 0 4 4 0% 

   T - minerals 4 1 5 80% 

   T - observation 1 0 1 100% 

   T - of 0 1 1 0% 

   T - resolved 1 0 1 100% 

   T - seabed 0 1 1 0% 

Wilderson 11 5 16 68.75% 
 

  



Discussion 
The data analyzed in this study presents significant findings for many debate 

practices, strategies, and arguments that occur today. 

Tables 1-3 shed light on side bias in various manifestations. Table 1 indicates that 

the win-loss record for the aff and the neg at the 2014 Greenhill Invitational was 187 for 

the aff and 189 for the neg, an almost dead even 50-50 split. This account for all 

preliminary and elimination rounds debates using the data provided on tabroom.com13 

Elimination round debates saw a statistically similar result, with exactly 15 of the 30 

elimination round debates being won by the aff and the remaining 15 being won by the 

neg.14 

The “breadth” of the 1NC was measured by the number of offcase arguments 

produced unexpected results. The average number of offcase arguments read in all 

prelim and elimination rounds debates was 3.316 (Table 2B). However, when limiting 

the data set to only those debates that the negative won, the average number of offcase 

arguments drops slightly to 3.293 (Table 2C). Inversely, in debates that the aff won, the 

breadth of the 1NC was slightly higher than the mean at 3.339 (Table 2D). Contrary to 

what may be expected, as the number of offcase arguments increases, the negative’s win 

percentage decreases. Table 2A shows there is a slight anomaly here in that the 

negative’s win percentage is lowest when reading 3 offcase arguments and highest when 

reading 2 offcase arguments, despite the fact that 5 offcase arguments correlate with 

higher negative success than either 4 or 6 offcase arguments.15 

While the questionnaire used for this study did not explicitly ask about the 

number of conditional worlds read in the 1NC, the data does shed light on the impact of 

non-procedural/non-status quo (henceforth called “non-squo”) advocacies presented in 

the 1NC. For the purpose of this paper, a non-procedural/non-status quo advocacy is 

defined as a counterplan or critique that presents an alternative course of action or 

method. Starting with Table 3B, we see that the average number of non-squo advocacies 

averages 1.663 with a median of 2. In debates where the negative won, the average 

number of non-squo advocacies drops slightly to 1.633 which we do not regard as 

statistically significant (Table 3D). In debates where the affirmative won, the average 

number of non-squo advocacies is 1.694 which, again, is very close to the mean. The 

data in Table 3A is of limited utility because of the wide variation in the number of 

debates that contained each number of non-squo advocacies. The two largest data points 

are 2 non-squo worlds (202 debates) and 1 non-squo world (134 debates). When two 

non-squo worlds were presented in the 1NC, the negative win percentage was 51.49%. 

When that number was reduced to one non-squo option in the 1NC, the negative win 

percentage drops slightly to 48.51%. Consequently, in 169 debates in which either 1 or 2 

                                                             
13 As stated earlier, this excludes the 3 debates in which wins were awarded but no debate occurred due to 
a bye/forfeit 
14 An analysis of elimination round ballot counts was not done, but could warrant further inquiry 
15 The “quality” of said offcase arguments is not controlled for in these charts, meaning whether they were 
procedural arguments, counterplans, critiques, or disadvantages 



non-squo worlds were presented in the 1NC, there was no statistically significant bias in 

favor or either the aff or the neg. Table 3A does indicate the negative won 69.93% of 

debates in which they did not present a non-squo world in the 1NC, but the small data 

set of only 9 debates should lend serious caution to interpreting the relevant of that win 

percentage. The same should be said for reading 3 or more conditional worlds which 

only occurred in 10 debates at Greenhill. 

Inferences can also be made about the most common and most successful affs at 

Greenhill (Table 4A). By far the most common aff read at the tournament was natural 

gas drilling, with 8.5% of debates at the tournament being about that aff (32 debates in 

total)16. OTEC and Icebreakers were also fairly common at 22 and 21 debates 

respectively. After that there is a significant drop off. Each team competing at Greenhill 

had roughly a 20% chance of debating natural gas, OTEC, or icebreakers at some point 

during the course of the tournament. If using Table 4A to identify the number of rounds 

in which Kritik affs were read, the total comes out of 120 out of the 346 debates that 

occurred at the Greenhill Invitational17. While Table 4B presents data about the success 

of affs read in a minimum of six debates based on win percentage, I have reached the 

conclusion that the sample size is remains too small for a reasonable conclusion to be 

drawn from this information. The table is still presented primarily as a way to gauge the 

accuracy of predictions about what affs will be successful later on in the year. 

Tables 5A and 5B provide data about the frequency and effectiveness of negative 

arguments advanced in the 2NR. The most telling conclusion from Table 5A is that 

framework was the most common 2NR, being the 43 of the 346 2NRs given this past 

weekend. The second most common strategy against Kritik affs was the cap K which was 

still only half as common of a 2NR as framework18. In policy-oriented debates, the 

midterms and agenda politics DA made up 48 2NRs19. No single disadvantage other 

than politics was the 2NR in more than 4 debates, and only the NASA trade-off DA and 

the NOAA DA were the focus of 4 2NRs. Of the 249 most popular 2NRs given at 

Greenhill, 114 involved a kritik, 48 involved a politics DA, 43 involved framework, and 

26 involved a non-framework topicality argument. 
                                                             
16 For each aff listed in Table 4A, attempts were made to homogenize affs that were deemed similar 
enough to warrant grouping together. It should be noted that variation exists within each aff on this list as 
far as advantages, plan texts, and mechanisms are concerned. This is especially true for the non-
traditional affs that exhibited larger variation from one another 
17 Kritik affs are defined as affs that criticize the resolution or debate or that interpret the role of the aff as 
being something other than defending the desirability of federal government ocean 
exploration/development. The criteria for determining the affs that fell under this category was primarily 
done by identifying affs against which 1NCs commonly contained a framework argument or where the 1AC 
has made an explicit claim that they do not endorse the desirability of the resolution as literally 
interpreted 
18 In making this calculation, a list of the affs that fell under the category of Kritik affs was first assembled 
and then 2NRs in those debates that were labeled as the “Cap K” or “Neolib K” were re-labeled as “Cap K 
(K Aff)” 
19 2NRs in which a counterplan or case arguments were extended in addition to a disadvantage were 
counted as a 2NR going for that disadvantage since it was the offensive component of that speech. A more 
detailed breakdown of how many 2NRs were politics and the status quo versus how many were politics 
and a counterplan can be found in the original data set 



Table 5B analyzes the win percentage of common 2NRs, defined as 2NRs 

advocated in a minimum of 3 2NRs20. A few results stand out. The agenda politics DA 

had a 52.17% success rate, despite these disadvantage focusing on how the plan will 

affect the post-election work period. The midterms DA won 72% of debates in which the 

negative chose to advantage it in the 2NR. Topicality in non-framework debates only 

had a 45% success rate, with the most successful violations being about development not 

entailing conservation (this violation was read against LOST affs), exploration being 

different than a search (75%), and increase meaning OCS drilling affs were not topical 

(66.6%). Non-military was extended 4 times, most of those being against icebreakers or 

Coast Guard affs, and won 0% of the time. The “its” violation, which was also commonly 

read against OCS drilling affs, lost in 8 of the 10 debates in which it was extended. 

Against Kritik affs, the most successful 2NR was framework, winning 51% of its 

debates. The capitalism Kritik was not the 2NR against Kritik affs nearly as often (21 as 

opposed to 43 times) but maintained a comparable success rate of 42.86%. 

Limitations of the study 
 Despite intriguing and useful findings, some shortfalls of the research conducted 

will likely have resulted in some errors. First, much of the data had to be subjectively 

interpreted. While the win-loss data was unambiguous, the naming conventions 

attributed to each affirmative resulted in groupings of certain affs as being similar 

enough to count as the same when certain individuals may not think that is the case. In 

general, an effort was made to increasing grouping where appropriate because a data set 

in which each data point is distinct inhibits the ease of identifying trends and patterns 

from that data. This proved most challenging in the naming of Kritik affs and 2NRs, for 

which much of the data had to be acquired from the caselist wiki or direct 

correspondence with judges and competitors. Furthermore, the definition of offcase 

arguments was loosely applied to however the judge interpreted that phrase. The 

decision was made to err towards consistency, with the realization data about offensive 

arguments read on case like case turns and impact turns would likely change some of 

the data. Finally, while the intent in analyzing the number of non-procedural/non-status 

quo worlds in the 1NC was intended to provide quantitative data about the impact of 

multiple conditional worlds, the survey question was not phrased as such so it is 

unknown if every debate in which more than one non-procedural/non-status quo 

advocacy was read was necessarily conditional. 

Suggestions for future search 
 The main way to improve upon a future research project aimed at identifying 

trends for debate argumentation and strategy choice is to streamline the data input 

procedure to ensure uniform data sets. Many school names had to be re-entered to 

account for abbreviations, acronyms, inverted initials, etc. This could easily be solved by 

making as many of the Google Form options drop down menus as possible. Further 

                                                             
20 All topicality arguments are included in this under the broader umbrella of topicality in general to 
demonstrate the breakdown per violation 



questions that could be asked also include how many conditional worlds were read, if 

conditionality was extended in the 1AR, data to allow easy construction of a pie chart 

breakdown of the various advantages, and a way to identify the most and least 

successful 2NRs against the most common affs. Keeping track of the sides that the 

winners of the flip call in elims and the correlation between that and elim wins would 

also be a useful, and relatively simple, data set to include. The degree of popularity of 

this project during the course of the tournament was unanticipated, but reasonable. In 

the future, a better attempt could be made to have all this information available live to 

competitors at the tournament. 
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Appendix 
2014 Greenhill Invitational Team List 

Austin SFA Alex Estrada / Joseph Estrada 

Berkner Onuoha Odim / Gerrard Lee 

Bishop Guertin Misa Stekl / Dave Toomey 

Bronx Science Richard Lu / Nick Duffee 

Bronx Science 
Roberto Montero / Miguel 
Martinez 

C.E. Byrd 
Braxton Levermann / Nicholas 
Nabors 

Caddo Magnet Alden Conner / Calen Martin 

Caddo Magnet Ethan Courtman / Cole Allen 

Carrollton School of th 
Kaitlyn Wells / Izzy 
De_La_Guardia 

Carrollton School of th 
Christina Cruz / Elizabeth 
Cordoves 

Carrollton School of th 
Laura Tremblay / Gaby 
Delgado 

Casady 
Conner Coles / Ben 
Pennington  

Casady 
Connor Dube / Ananya 
Bhaktaram 

Centennial Gabriel Koo / Simon Park 

Chattahoochee 
Jacob Shelton / Spencer 
Weiser 

Chattahoochee 
Michelle David / Sachin 
Mahajan 

Chattahoochee 
Rohit Devulapalli / Santosh 
Nimkar 

College Prep Dustin Ping / Myka Yamasaki 

College Prep Ryan Jiang / Shehzaib Raees 

Coppell 
Adhitya Ganesh / Francesco 
Scivittaro 

Coppell 
Joseph Overman / Mustafa 
Neemuchwala  

Cypress Bay Gabriel Valladares / Zachary 

http://www.joyoftournaments.com/tx/greenhill/warmroom.asp?i=494&e=11483&card=625246
http://www.joyoftournaments.com/tx/greenhill/warmroom.asp?i=494&e=11483&card=625340
http://www.joyoftournaments.com/tx/greenhill/warmroom.asp?i=494&e=11483&card=625257
http://www.joyoftournaments.com/tx/greenhill/warmroom.asp?i=494&e=11483&card=625270
http://www.joyoftournaments.com/tx/greenhill/warmroom.asp?i=494&e=11483&card=625271
http://www.joyoftournaments.com/tx/greenhill/warmroom.asp?i=494&e=11483&card=625271
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Pestcoe 

Cypress Bay 
Michael Valladares / Brian 
Bosem 

Damien 
Christian Lansang / Matthew 
Luevano  

Damien 
Justin Cajanding / Austin 
Stroud 

Dowling Catholic Hunter Hurt / Alanson Tobias  

Edgemont 
Zachary Mohamed / Fangwei 
Jin 

Edgemont Aasta Gandhi / Kent Cai  

Edina Anja Swoap / Shanelle Roman 

Edina Sukriti Rawal / Anne Lepow 

Glenbrook North 
Ryan Spector / Anthony 
Trufanov 

Glenbrook North Brett Cotler / Jared Sawyer 

Glenbrook North Jeremy Hoffen / Jacob Rose 

Glenbrook South Brian Roche / Avi Dravid 

Glenbrook South 
Douglas Stryker / Michael 
Callahan 

Grapevine 
Pierce Teeuwen / Raneem 
Qasim 

Grapevine Anderson Wey / Caleb Smith  

Gulliver Prep Julian Asilis / Jake Soria  

Hendrickson Christina Bui / Nico Williams 

Hendrickson Josh Villarreal / Trey Goach 

Highland Park (Dallas) Michael Cerny / Joe Warner 

Highland Park (Dallas) Reid Wyde / Rohit Thota 

Homewood-Flossmoor 
Bobby Swetz / Carter 
Levinson 

Homewood-Flossmoor Evan Runberg / Jacob Fontana  

Iowa City 
Keryk Kuiper / Joseph 
Weideman 

Isidore Newman James Xiang / Kevin Fitzmorris 

Jenks 
John D'Onofrio / Justin 
Reinking 

Jenks Rob Jennings / Jacob Smith 
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Jesuit College Prep 
Adam Wiechman / Bennett 
Harrison 

Jesuit College Prep 
Chandler Dawson / Patrick 
Bender 

Johns Creek Edward Xiao / Josh Vasil 

Johns Creek Kevin Buck / Derek Tang  

Juan Diego Catholic Lauren Andrews / Alex Zmyslo 

Katy Taylor Zaki Alattar / Albert Li 

Katy Taylor Spencer Brents / Joel Kim 

Lafayette 
Nicolas Juarez / Jessica 
Spiehler 

Lakeland District Debat 
James Allen / Akshay 
Ramaswamy 

Lakeland District Debat Michael Lewis / Ethan Krantz 

Law Magnet Michael Vera / Alex Baez 

Law Magnet 
Crayton Gerst / Vernon 
Johnson 

Law Magnet Alex Almaguer / Evan Gilbert 

Lexington 
Daehyun Kim / Nikhil 
Krishnan 

Lexington Duncan McCallum / Ryan Lee  

Liberal Arts and Scienc Isaac Cui / Justin Yoon 

Liberal Arts and Scienc Dylan Danzeiser / Pia Sen 

Loyola Reece Aguilar / Aaron Chung  

Loyola Tyler Nelson / Miles Gray 

Maine East Brandon Lov / Patricia Leon 

Maine East Arjun Patel / Shireen Abesteh 

McDonogh Alyssa Resar / Ryan Eckhaus  

McDonogh 
Sahil Shah / Nishad 
Neelakhandan 

Midway Jacob Bell / Bruce Chang-gu 

Montgomery Bell Academy Alvin Zhang_'16 / Andy Zhu  

Montgomery Bell Academy Cole Campbell / John Cooper  

New Trier William Kirby / Celia Buckman  

New Trier AJ Byrne / William Lowe 

Niles North 
Luc Walkington / D'Angelo 
Oberto-Besso_Pa 
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Niles North Ben Barov / Sam Eschker  

Niles West 
Nick Charles / Rebecca 
Harbeck 

Niles West 
Faith Geraghty / Soretti 
Donka 

Notre Dame 
Zane Dille / Vivienne 
Pismarov 

Notre Dame Ryan Powell / Harry Aaronson 

Notre Dame 
Ella Fisher / Simone Schwartz-
Lombard 

Pace Academy 
Tanner Lewis / Clyde 
Shepherd  

Pace Academy Reid Funston / Arielle Levin  

Pace Academy Jeri Brand / Erin Rawls  

Peninsula Raam Tambe / Jerry Wang 

Reagan 
Andrew Xiang / Melissa 
Gayton 

Reagan Alex Sodders / Shaneal Harun 

Rowland Hall-St. Mark's Elliot Kovnick / Jaden Lessnick  

Rowland Hall-St. Mark's 
Camila Reed-Guevara / Caitlin 
Walrath 

Rowland Hall-St. Mark's Claire Wang / Emily Gordon 

St. Francis High School Aditya Rout / Anav Sharma 

St. Mark's Haris Ahmad / Aakash Pattabi  

St. Mark's Jake Galant / Ammar Plumber  

Blake Zahir Shaikh / Allen Wang 

Harker Ayush Midha / Panny Shan 

Kinkaid 
Rikki Bleiweiss / Sita 
Yerramsetti 

Kinkaid Reece Rosenthal / arjun reddy  

Kinkaid Sabrina Bajwa / Sam Richey 

Meadows 
Connor Chapkis / William 
Neme-Micula 

Meadows Clara Bates / Abdus Najmi 

University of Chicago L 
Luke Newell / Reed 
Rosenbacher 

University of Chicago L Alina Cui / Robert Bacon  
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Wayzata Kate Gehling / Tiffany Haas 

Wayzata Ishita Kamboj / Bob Dai 

West Des Moines Valley Brody Diehn / Rishi Shah 

West Des Moines Valley Sam Basler / Nolan Dahm 

Westminster Schools Naman Gupta / Saul Forman 

Westminster Schools Sam Seitz / John Shen 

Westminster Schools Evan Katz / Harrison Hall 

Westminster Schools Katie Carithers / Anish Dayal 

Westwood 
Muteramyi Nintunze / Kevin 
Murphy 

Westwood 
Varun Reddy / Sam 
Bhagwandin 

Woodward Academy 
Liliana Burgess / Max 
Abramson 

Woodward Academy Utkarsh Pandey / Sahil Patel  
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